She will drive a groundswell of change in India.

Dear Friends,

Our 2019-2020 grant year fully demonstrated our belief: “When she leads, change follows.”

From our Supports for Success program that educated girls ages 10 to 18 on their rights, to our Community Leadership Projects that empowered our Shadhika Scholars to carry out initiatives advancing girls’ rights in their communities, we witnessed what can happen when you unleash the power of a girl. Truly, the young women of Shadhika are creating a groundswell of change for girls everywhere.

In the past year, these Shadhika leaders have successfully blocked early, forced marriages, re-enrolled girls in school, advocated for enforcement of safety and anti-harassment measures, petitioned for additional public toilets, and ensured girls in their community were getting access to proper health and hygiene.

But their efforts have an even greater impact. Our reporting has shown that for each young woman leader Shadhika supported in the past year, she created a ripple effect across her community, empowering, on average, 112 other girls to become the change they want to see in India. Together, these young women are creating a culture shift of empowerment and leadership that starts in India and spans around the world. Yet this is only part of the story.

In the past year, Shadhika also launched the DAWN Initiative to End Gender-Based Violence in three rural villages in Uttar Pradesh. This project focuses on working with boys, men, and “gatekeepers,” such as elected officials, religious leaders, and police to educate and empower them to address sexual harassment and domestic violence. Because we know that advancing girls’ rights cannot be borne by young women alone – it must be a value we all share and advocate for.

As we ended our grant year in March 2020, our world was turned upside down by the Covid-19 pandemic. Like everywhere else in the world, our grantee partners and those we support in India were forced to take shelter in their homes, shuttered from school and our Shadhika programs.

In the face of these circumstances, we’ve now seen the true value and depth of Shadhika’s work over the years. For it has been these young Shadhika leaders, who have now stepped up to serve their communities in need. The skills they’ve gained as community leaders are now serving to help ensure families receive aid, food rations, and access to medical care.

As they step forward as leaders in this time of crisis, their presence is reshaping cultural perceptions of a girl’s value forever.

When she leads, change follows.

On behalf of all of us at Shadhika, thank you for your support this past year and your on-going commitment to Shadhika’s work. Never has that support been more important than now.

Sincerely,

Kim Burnett, President & CEO
Susan Herzig, 2019 Board Chair

A special acknowledgment to Susan Herzig, Immediate Past Board Chair, for underwriting this year’s Impact Report production costs.
Our world faces a myriad of challenges, and the stakes have never been higher. Study after study has shown that one of the best ways to address these challenges is to invest in young women. From adolescence to adulthood, Shadhika partners with local women-led organizations that support young women who face the highest discrimination in India.

Whether it is in rural Rajasthan, or migrant communities in Bengal, or Muslim communities in Mumbai, Shadhika is empowering young women leaders to address the systemic discrimination they face from their right to an education, and safety and mobility, and their right to avoid sexual harassment and child marriage. One young woman at a time, our bottom up approach is creating a generation of young women leaders, each of whom lifts a generation beside and behind her. Her success creates a groundswell of change that starts in India and ripples around the world.

She is facing gender discrimination around the world.
Our Mission

Shadhika exists to inspire a culture shift in India by ensuring every young woman is empowered to realize her full potential.
Our Strategy

1. **PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE CHANGE**

   Truly addressing gender inequality in India demands that we pursue strategies that create sustainable change so that future generations of young women are able to realize their full potential. To accomplish this, we pursue long-term initiatives that aim to change a culture that devalues young women and limits her future. Supporting young women from adolescence to young adulthood, our programs demonstrate what can be realized when you invest in a girl and shift her “economic value” from that of a burden to that of an asset. Her success unleashes the potential of a generation of other young women, each of whom lifts up a generation beside and behind her.

2. **INVEST IN LOCAL PARTNERSHIPS**

   For change to be sustainable, it must be led by the community it serves. This is why we partner with carefully chosen, locally-based, women-led organizations in India to design and carry out our strategies in a manner best suited for their local communities. These partners ground their work in a human rights framework, have a community-centered approach to their work, and a thorough understanding of how to implement effective, girls’ rights and leadership programs in their area.

3. **EMPOWER YOUNG WOMEN**

   Ultimately the change we wish to see is in the lives of the young women we support. Which is why we work with our partners to put the girls themselves at the center of our work. From the age of 10 to 24, we work together to ensure the young women we support are empowered to make their own decisions, succeed in school, contribute to the economy, and transform their communities. Because when they do, they become the change they want to see in India, championing the way for other girls.

4. **CREATE A GROUNDSWELL**

   We believe the groundswell starts when a young woman is empowered to make her own decisions, choose her own life, and stand up for her rights. When she is empowered, she passes it on to those around her, creating a ripple effect in the lives of other girls, their families, and their communities. For every 1 young woman Shadhika supports, she empowers, on average, at least 112 others. To be strong. To be powerful. To be change. Together they are creating a groundswell of change across India.
Our Impact

3619 girls served in 2019

82% of young women escape early, forced marriage

100% of young women complete secondary school

95% of girls receive passing grades in English courses

89% of scholars graduate from college or university

30 college scholarships awarded to young women in 2019

77% of graduates receive jobs or internships

90% of girls practice a gender-equalitable attitude

3,224 people impacted by Community Leadership Projects

93% of scholars report improved self-confidence

350 men and boys reached through DAWN Initiative

95% of young women report improved leadership skills
Where We Work

Locations as of March 31, 2020.
Our Partners

1. STOP India

STOP works to change the systems that oppress and enslave children and women and empowers survivors of sex trafficking to use their lives and voices in a meaningful way. Our support provides training on market-oriented handicrafts with the goal of teaching survivors how to reach self-sufficiency through entrepreneurship.

2. DOOSRA DASHAK

Doosra Dashak, located in rural regions of Rajasthan, provides life skills oriented education to harness the leadership potential of young women for social transformation. We underwrite the costs for a residential camp to re-enroll girls in school and to empower them to take on girls’ rights projects in their communities.

3. SAHIYAR

Sahiyr (Stree Sangthan), provides a safe space for women, awareness programming surrounding gender-based issues, and leadership development for adolescent girls. We are building Sahiyar’s capacity to deliver education and leadership development to young girls from marginalized sections of society through the use of a technology center.

4. VACHA

Vacha works in the slums around Mumbai to run after-school programs that teach girls their rights, support them to stay in school, provide them with nutritional and sex education, and expose them to life outside the slums. We support two of their after-school centers where girls receive secondary education, life-skills training, and advocacy training on women’s rights.

5. BAALE MANE

Baale Mane is a home for girls 8-24 years old who are orphans or have a single parent who is unable to care for them. Baale Mane provides comprehensive support, teaching young women how to overcome the oppressive roles and expectations of women in their community and equipping them to lead an independent life. We support life skills training for young women who are “aging out” of Baale Mane so they have the skills and rights-based knowledge they need to live independently.

6. MILAAN FOUNDATION

The Milaan Foundation educates, enables, and empowers adolescent girls to become change makers in their own lives and in the communities they come from. We support their Girl Icon Program, which delivers comprehensive life-skills based education and human rights training to carry out collective social action projects on issues that affect adolescent girls.

7. DAWN INITIATIVE PARTNERS

Direct Action for Women Now (DAWN), alongside Asian Bridge India, Grameen Punarnirman Sansthan, Lok Samiti, and Gramya Sansthan, our four implementing partner organizations, work together in three villages of the Varanasi district in Uttar Pradesh to engage men, boys, and community “gatekeepers” to systemically address gender-based violence.

8. UDDAMI

Uddami teaches computer and soft skills to enhance and support the potential of women and youth from low-income communities around Kolkata so that they can develop sustainable livelihoods. We provide support for Uddami’s English and Job Readiness programs.

9. JABALA ACTION RESEARCH ORGANIZATION

Jabala works with the daughters of sex workers in the red-light districts of Kolkata, as well as young women in the rural districts of West Bengal. Shadhika supports an after-school program for girls age 10-24, including tutoring in English and computers, rights-based education, sex education, arts activities, exposure visits outside of their community, and actions within their community that promote gender equity.

Partners as of March 31, 2020.
Our Programs

SUPPORTS FOR SUCCESS
We provide grants to local, women-led nonprofits to carry out after-school programming for girls from 10 to 18. As part of this program, girls learn about their rights and carry out community projects to advance their rights. They also receive educational support to help them stay in school until Class 12 and escape early, forced marriage.

SHADHIKA SCHOLARS
Shadhika provides college and vocational scholarships to young women who have demonstrated leadership on girls’ rights issues under our Supports for Success program. In addition to full tuition support, recipients receive English tutoring, computer classes, a laptop, and job readiness training. Each scholar is also paired with a U.S. pen pal as part of our Girls’ Writes program. As part of the scholarship, recipients carry out a community project to advance girls’ rights during their school year.

MAKING HERSTORY
Shadhika provides media internships to empower these young leaders to tell their stories firsthand. Through blogs, videos, photography, poetry, and social media posts, these young women leaders are sharing their personal challenges, strategies, and successes to advance their rights in their communities.

DAWN INITIATIVE TO END GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE
This year, Shadhika has launched a multi-year initiative in three rural villages outside of Varanasi in Uttar Pradesh that is working with boys, men, and “gatekeepers” such as elected officials, religious leaders, and police, to build awareness and understanding to mobilize action to prevent gender-based violence, specifically sexual harassment and domestic violence.

ALUMNAE NETWORK
After graduation, these young women leaders take a pledge to continue to “pay it forward” and mentor the next generation of girl leaders. Meeting annually, alumnae serve as advisors to Shadhika, helping us to improve our efforts in India.

LEADERS FOR CHANGE SUMMIT
Each year, Shadhika hosts our Scholars from across India for a four-day summit to learn new leadership skills, build a support network, meet with international women leading the work on girls’ rights in India and to collaborate on their community leadership projects. Scholars collaborate on best practices for their projects and support each other with their cause. During the summit scholars present on their project, they celebrate the scholars who are graduating from college with an award ceremony and explore the host city.
Meet Reshma
Shadhika Scholar at STOP India

Kendra Nicolai, Shadhika’s U.S.-based Program Officer, interviewed Reshma, a Shadhika Scholar and nursing student in Delhi.

Reshma, how long have you been a Shadhika Scholar?
I have offered 3 years of scholarship support and now I have completed 1 year in Shadhika.

Where are you studying, and what degree are you pursuing?
I am studying at Rufaida College of Nursing Jamiya Hamdard to earn my nursing diploma.

How has the Shadhika scholarship impacted your life?
I’m pursuing nursing – my family wouldn’t have done this for me. I have freedom, and my English has improved. I was afraid to speak to people but now I feel confident to speak to everyone. I am able to help others too.
If you didn’t have a Shadhika scholarship, what would you be doing now?
Maybe my education would have been stopped, as my family cannot afford it. So, I would likely be married to someone. But now I’m getting an education, and my parents are proud of me. I’m thankful to Shadhika for this.

What do your neighbors and community think of you?
Many neighbors also plan for their daughters to get married, but when they saw my nursing uniform and my improvements in education, they stopped their daughter’s marriages and encouraged them to do something like me.

I also give tuitions (ie. tutoring) for the students in my community and run health workshops for the community girls along with their parents.

Do you have a mentor?
Yes! Mallika and Mamta Ma’am, who work at the Jabala center in my community. They give suggestions to solve our daily issues and advise me in a friendly way. More than anything they listen to us.

Do you enjoy having a Shadhika pen pal?
Yes, my pen pal shares pictures and writes about her country, culture, and family. She asks me a lot of questions about my education. I like writing to her because it helps me to learn new words and improves my English.

What is your Community Leadership Project topic?
My project topic is Health and Sanitation, with an emphasis on the trash problem in my community.

What was the experience of surveying your community like?
I was a little nervous to talk to my neighbors, but they were very friendly. I started to meet different people. I did my survey on Sundays because other days I had to go to college.

Has the scholarship helped you have more confidence?
Yes! It has helped me to gain confidence and improved my communication too. More than anything it has given me an education. Before, my family was planning for my marriage, but now my family is very proud of me and supports me.

What does a typical day look like for you with your nursing studies?
I study at night until 1:00 am and again I start studying in the morning at 5:00 or 6:00 am. I go to college by 7 o’clock. We go for posting (ie. clinical nursing rotation) and come back by 1:30 pm for lunch time. After I join our classes.

Is your college near where you live?
It takes 20 or 30 minutes to get there. But we visit different areas for posting which can take more than 1 hour for traveling.

What’s been your favorite posting?
I have worked in every nursing area but my favorite posting is injections – for new born babies and immunization vaccines. We are observed by our teachers. They have a good opinion about me. I enjoy my work.

What area of nursing would you like to pursue?
Any area of nursing is good for me, but I really like immunization or psychology.

When you graduate will your father still arrange your marriage, or do you think your father would allow you to choose when and whom you want to marry?
I see changes in my parents now, and I hope one day they will completely change their minds. If not I will ask for more opportunities. I want to achieve my goals before I think about marriage.

What’s the experience of surveying your community like?
I was a little nervous to talk to my neighbors, but they were very friendly. I started to meet different people. I did my survey on Sundays because other days I had to go to college.

Reshma with friends from STOP India in their community.
How long have you been working with Jabala?
As a student, I have been with Jabala since childhood. I began working with Jabala as a teacher and mentor in 2016. I have worked with Shadhika’s Supports for Success program since that time as well.

What has your experience been working to implement the Supports for Success program at Jabala?
I like the way Shadhika thinks about mainstreaming all of the girls in the community by supporting their basic computer and spoken English training.
You’ve been a part of Jabala since childhood. What is your role at Jabala now as a teacher?

Primarily, I am a role-model and mentor for the girls in the community. I spend time at our centers daily and support the girls’ efforts with their homework. Many confide in me, and I often counsel them about any issues they are facing with their families or in the community.

Can you share an example of a time you coached the girls? What is your approach?

Growing up, I lived with my mother and grandmother. We did not have any support from a male. They continued my studies and they helped me receive admission to college. I go to the girls’ homes and speak with their parents. I often speak to the parents about delaying marriage—their education should be completed first. I also speak to the parents about how the girls should have the opportunity to choose when and if they want to pursue marriage.

Can you give us an overview of Supports for Success at Jabala?

Supports for Success enables Jabala to provide basic computer, basic math, and spoken English training to the girls. These are important skills that the girls will use for the rest of their lives, especially if they want to pursue higher education or a job in the formal economy. This training helps the girls to establish their future. The girls also learn about their individual rights and have a larger context for what is happening with girls’ rights around the world. This program helps the Jabala girls to establish themselves and access a brighter future.

What are some of the biggest achievements or outcomes of this program so far?

Our biggest achievement is seeing our older girls stand for their communities and raise their voices. Also, we have stopped almost all early, forced marriages and school dropouts in our community.

From the girls’ perspectives, why do you think they like attending Jabala’s programs each week?

Many of the girls experiencing difficulties in their families. At Jabala they can find calm and are able to learn new skills. They never want to stop coming to Jabala. The families notice how much their daughters learn at Jabala and are mostly supportive of the girls participating.

How have you seen the Jabala girls creating change in your communities?

Yes! There are two sisters, they belong to a Muslim family. Originally their father did not allow them to leave the house. One of the daughters reached class 10 and then her father decided she would not be allowed to go to school further. Her sister was in Grade 5. We spoke with the family, and the girls began coming to Jabala. The father was upset at first, and the girls were afraid of him. After participating in the sessions and classes at Jabala, they now negotiate with their father themselves. Now if we go to their home, the father doesn’t object to their participation at Jabala. He doesn’t say much, but he doesn’t object to their education. The oldest daughter is now in Grade 12 and will be taking her high secondary exam.

You have been part of Jabala over the years, since childhood. How has Jabala and the Shadhika program helped you?

Well, Jabala’s Bowbazar center is two houses away from my home, it is very close. My aunt was Jabala staff when I was very young, even before Grade 1. I would go with her to Jabala in the morning, then go to school, then go back to Jabala after school as well. After Grade 12, I began volunteering with Jabala. When I was in my first year of college, Baitali (Jabala’s Executive Director), encouraged me to be more involved as a mentor at Jabala. Before Shadhika came to support Jabala, I was not learning a lot about my rights and how to share those rights with other girls. With Shadhika’s support, I have spoken with Jabala’s stakeholders and know how to advocate for girls in my community. We have built a connection with the community, and they know I am someone in the community who can help them. I feel empowered.

How has Shadhika’s team been involved in strengthening Jabala’s efforts?

We like very much having Shadhika’s team involved in our work. Even when we may have to do a little bit more work for them, Shadhika’s team has always supported us. When the Shadhika board came to visit us, we felt very warm toward them. The staff is very helpful and always support us to answer our questions.

What is the overall experience as a Shadhika partner?

It is very, very good. At Jabala, we never thought we’d be able to serve this many girls. Every girl gets the same opportunity to enhance their skills, and we keep adding more girls to our programs. With Shadhika’s support, the girls are receiving degrees and certificates from well-known institutions. The girls know how to raise their own voices and express their rights. If they experience issues, they know we are here for them. The girls have a greater sense of community because of Shadhika’s partnership with Jabala.
The Leaders for Change Summit is an annual four day gathering for all the young women of Shadhika receiving scholarship support across partner sites in India. During the summit, scholars meet national and international women leaders and mentors, receive training on an array of skills including leadership development, community organizing, job readiness, human rights and advocacy, while collaborating with peers on strategies to advance girls’ rights. Scholars present on their efforts to advance girls’ rights in their communities, with the most innovative and effective strategies receiving awards. Each year, Shadhika hosts a graduation ceremony during the summit for all scholars graduating college and the Shadhika Scholars program. In addition, there is a Mobile & Mighty Challenge where the scholars use negotiation, technology, and collaboration to locate ten historical areas in the city of the summit.
1. Daivashala Giri conducted a workshop on traditional games that was a hit with the scholars.

2. The young women celebrate after the Mobile & Mighty Challenge.

3. The young women collaborate on their Community Leadership Projects in break-out groups.

4. Arifa and Farhana hang out during a tea break.
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**Our Financials**

*Audited, prepared by Taylor, Roth & Company, PLLC*

### STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES

**Revenues & Other Support**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>$567,882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Events, Revenue</td>
<td>$88,182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Expenses, Less</td>
<td>($6,661)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest Income, Loss</td>
<td>$3,583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>$834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Kind Contributions</td>
<td>$24,055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL REVENUE</strong></td>
<td><strong>$677,875</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Expenditures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program Services</td>
<td>$463,886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management &amp; General</td>
<td>$48,442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>$61,921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL EXPENDITURES</strong></td>
<td><strong>$574,249</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHANGE IN NET ASSETS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>103,626</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### TOTAL EXPENDITURES

- Programs: 81%
- Management & General: 8%
- Fundraising: 11%

### PROGRAM EXPENDITURES

- Supports for Success: 34%
- Girls’ Writes & Computers: 18%
- Shadhika Scholars: 22%
- Leaders for Change Summit: 11%
- Dawn Initiative to End GBV: 11%
- Advocacy: 4%

### Assets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>$305,968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pledges &amp; Grants</td>
<td>$208,657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepaid Expenses &amp; Deposits</td>
<td>$21,536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Assets</td>
<td>$187,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL ASSETS</strong></td>
<td><strong>$724,010</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Liabilities & Net Assets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liabilities</td>
<td>$4,789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Assets</td>
<td>$719,221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>$724,010</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On average, every young woman of Shadhika empowers 112 other young women. Together they are creating a groundswell of change across India.
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Peter Fuhr
Lawrence Gail
Sunita & Appu Ganapati
Peter Gavalakis
Susan Glicksberg & Michael Rogers
Janel Hopper
Greater Horizons
Eric Jenkins
Robert Keller
Marilyn Kopelman
David Kornetsky
Lavanya Kraus
Marilyn Kritzer
Mardell Kromer
Iris Kurman
Allison Lenox
David Levine
Eric Lucking
Michael Makley
John Manley
Annu Maratukulam & Hoang Tran
Alessandra Mayer
Patty McCrary
Colleen McGrath
Elizabeth Morano
Martha Naber
Vikram Nagulakonda
Sujata Narayan
Greg Ogle
Harsh Panchamia
Lakshmi Panicker
Madison Peet
Florence Penault & Roland Baron
Pamela Perkins
Saira Rao
Nilofer Rubb
Polina Ruvinisky
Ranjit Sandhu
Jasmine Sanghvi
Prateek Sharma
Madelyn Smith
Christina Spinney
Stephen Stein
Philippe Suchet
Neeta Takhar
Spencer Throckmorton
Meiko Ueyama
Julie Unite & David Niemann
Susan & Kevin Waggoner
Holly Waldman
Claire Zilber

$100 – $249.99

Anonymous (S)
Virginia Abshier
Juliana Adams
Agathe Fundraiser
Jean Aitchison
Sharon Alpert & Kevin MacEwen
Kathleen K Ammann
Aleasha & Matt Anderson
Gerald August
Don Bach
Lee Baker
Victoria Whyte Ball
Orla Bannan
Nathaniel Behura
Catherine Bell
Tara Belsare
Melissa Berger
Mary Grace Bertsch
Darcy Brewster-Rook
Jody Buckley
Staci Burns
John Campbell
Brett Carron
Julieann Carter
Neela Chacko
Denise Chapman
Preeti & Ashok Chopra
Neeraj Choube
Jennifer Clark
Adele Connolly
Elizabeth Conover
Maryanne Bedotof Cooper
Rhonda Cordilon
Christopher Cormier
Mary Cothren
Constance Crawford
Garth Davis
Lisa Davis
William Dembinski
Lonise Deus
Jessica & David DeVito
Amita Dhawan
Penelope Dixon
Laura & Bruce Eidelson
Anna K Ellis
Lisa & David Fain
Henry Feldstein
Nancy Fiene
Julie Fleischer
Cynthia Folsom
Georgianna Forbes
Patsy Ford
Joanna & Scott Friedman
Terri Garden
Kevin Geary
Arushi Gehani
Gary Gilbertson
Helen Golden
Thomas Gougeon
Suzanne Greene
Brooke Hannula
Laura Harris
Ben Hecht
Veronica Herrero & Erik Resler
Our Community

Donors

$100 – $249.99 (Continued)

Tom Hinson  
Catharine Holden  
Susie Hwang  
Patty Irish  
Charles Isaacs  
Priyanka Jacob  
Erica Jagger  
Anil & Sonia Jain  
Meghan Johnson  
Benjamin Jordan  
Bharat Kakarala  
Renee Kallesen  
Balasubramaniyan Kannan  
Robert Karoukian  
Judith Keeley  
Sat Darshan Khalsa  
Monica Khosla  
Kara & Doug Kiley  
Claire Kong  
Achala Koushik  
Linda Kozlowski  
Sarita Krishnamurthy  
Lakshmi Krishnan  
Renu Kumar  
Joseph Lacopelli  
Mohit &Mumtaz Lalvani  
Mohan Lalvani  
Mindy & David Landsman  
Scott Leif  
Jennifer Leonard  
Sami Lewin  
Gloria Linder  
Alice Lloyd  
Monica Lodise  
Marilyn Lux  
Sara Mahowald  
David Mai  
Remouz Bakadi Malek-Zadeh  
Richa & Atul Malik  
George Marotta  
Navneet Mathur  
Mary McConnell  
Kim McIndoe  
Menlo Park Book Group  
Stuart Meyer  
Pip & Miriam Meyerson  
Jeffrey Mitchell  
Cosette Mitchell  
Vinay Molasi  
Dolores Moreno  
Michelle Moreno  
Marianne Morgan  
David Moss  
Tobey Moss  
Raghav Munjal  
Virginia Murphy  
Jeniel Nett & John Williams  
Network for Good  
Merrill Newman  
Anne Nghiem  
David Oot  
Daniell Parker  
Hansa Patel  
Laura Paterson  
Rashmi Pathak  
Joanne Payne  
Sandra Phillips  
Mark Pierce  
Michael Podolak  
Shelley Poticha  
Nidhi Prem  
Sanjay Radia  
Jenny & Nehal Raj  
Vasavi Rao  
Sheila Revivo  
Glen Rhodes  
Pia-Natalia Rodriguez  
Robin Rogel-Goldstein  
Julie Rumney  
Lauren Sadler  
Pam & Stan Sankaran  
Michelle Schalscha-Kerbow  
Scheinbaum & Russek LTD  
Lindsey & Fritz Schmidt  
William Schmidt  
Schwab Charitable Fund  
Kendra Scott  
Cathy Scott  
Kristin Seitz  
Dinesh Shah  
Pallavi Sharma  
Linda Shatz-Levenson  
Martin Sheehan-Stross  
Ritika Bipin Singh  
Joy Sleizer  
Indrani Stangl  
Leanne Starace  
Jennifer Steichen  
Georgia Sturt  
Aruna & Mani Subramanian  
Megan Tait  
Gautam Tambay  
Jo Tartt, Jr  
Philip Teeuwen  
Mary Beth Train  
Julie Traub & Kevin Eichhorn  
Thomas Tsai  
Anne Tucker  
Prita Uppal  
Shobin Uralil  
Marian Urquilla-Flores  
Stephen & Sheilah Varon  
Liz Waldner  
Michelle & Naveen Waney  
Chee Yan Wei  
Mus White  
Timothy Wood  
NG Man Xian  
George Young  
Amit Zavery  
Jess & Sam Zimbabwe  
Linda Zonana  

UNDER $100

Anonymous (16)  
Fairuz M Abdullah  
Paula Ackerley  
Megan Ackley  
Sonnet Adams  
Joshika Agarwal  
Sushma Anand Akoju  
Karla Albright  
Venkata Aleti  
Joy Alferness  
Alex Alford  
Barbara Allen  
Craig Allen  
Greg Allen  
Nhi Allen  
Farzon Almaneih  
Daniel Amir  
Astrid Anguiano-Finn  
Kelly Anna  
Ansari  
Danielle Anselm-Steinman  
John Armstrong  
Patrick Armstrong  
Fiona Ashley  
Tom Babin  
Leigh Bachman  
BaderMartin  
Mary Grace Bagalso  
Danielle Bajakian & Oliva Lookstein  
Bake Sale #2  
Bake Sale School  
Dacotah Baksh  

CORPORATE MATCH  
MONTHLY DONOR  
SCHOLARSHIP CIRCLE MEMBER  
GROUNDSWELL DONOR
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Donors

UNDER $100 (Continued)

Annie Barlow
Helen Barrios
Sheryl Beard
Jeri Bernstein
Ashok Bhargava
Anjali Bhave
Ernst L. Biberstein
Maria Bicker
Catherine, Bob & Celie Blair
Alexandra Boehler
Brenda Boehler
Jeff Boehler
James Boles
Elaine Boynton
James Boynton
Danell Brady
Berit Bredahl
Beth F. Brenner
Julia Bristor
Joelle Broberg
Verna Broderick
Hooper Brooks
James Brustman
Brock Bryan
Sarah Burch
Amy Burnett
Christine Cadorette
Kevin Callahan
James Campbell
Julie Cappelen
Marc Carlis
Molly Carroll
Janet Caspers
Rebecca Castelli & Jon Burnett
Jeff Cathcart
Barb Chambers
Maria Chambers
Hon Ting Chan
Shalini Chandra
Manu Changotra
Sareena Chopra
Ann Clark
Cara Coburn-Faris
Denise Coe
Debra Cohen
Betsy & Jeff Cohen
Community First Foundation
Community Shares Colorado
Jenn Conley
William Correll
Joseph Correy
Pam Arata Crichton
Eric Crispin
Joan Cummings
Cody D’Angelo
Sharon D’Souza
Ashim Datta
Lisa Saroff Davidson
Asa Davidson
Amy DelPo
Hayse Denmark
Bindu Desai
Geeta Desai
Sachin Desai
Kristianna Desfosses
Carol Devine
Amy Divine
Susan Doherty Gelber
Patricia Dohne
Julie Dowd
Marcus Doyle
Constance Duvert
Bowen Dwelle
Kathryn Edelstein
Terri Effner
Anne Elgerd
Sheryl D Emery
Greta Emler
Teresa Engelhard
Becky Epstein
Faye Faye Jamali
Sue Felton
Jonathan Finke
Aaron Fischman
Rachel Fisher
Ethan Flatley
Kim Flynn
Adela Ford
Gillian Ford
Mary Ford
Florence Forrest
Eric France
Gina Fratarcangeli
Etai Freedman
Elizabeth Friedman
Kate Gaertner
Jane Gaito
Randall Galloway
Baitali Ganguly
Roman Reddy Ganta
CindyGarbell
Michelle Goldberg
Pratima Gondipalli Marshall
Jeanne Gordon
Anika Goss
Shivan Govindan
Sergio Granados
Sandra Jo Grant
Brenda Grau
Melissa Griggs
Sebastian Grimm
Anu Gudavalli
Babara Guglielminotti
Aastha Gupta
Abhishek Gupta
Jo & Doug Hadley
Linda Hanson
Jeff Hartman
Patricia Heimburger
Maxine B Heinrich
Michael G Heinrich
Toni Hembro
Divya Hemrajani
Caroline Hoffmann
Sharon & Tom Hofstedt
Ernie Hogan
Linda Holly
Nischint Hora
Christine Huggett
Anne Hughes
Tara Hurst
Farah Husain
Melis Ilbay
Patricia Imperia
Darrell Ingram
David & Lorna Isenberg
Ivanhoe Grammar School 8D
Shalini J.
Leena Jain
Sarina Jain
Kate Jellinghaus
Rebecca Jenkins
Stephanie Jensen
Tyson Jesser
Jyoti Jhaveri
Kim Jiyoung
Cathie Jolley
Douglas Jones
Bhavani Joshi
Shilpa Joshi
Jodi Kaelle
Kokila Kakarala
Vishal Kanani
Seema Kantak
Reena Kapoor
Anil Kapur
Sumit Kapur
Stewart Karinksy
Kristen Uden Karpinski
Sudha Kaul
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Donors

UNDER $100 (Continued)

Poonam Kaushal
Lorna Kenly
Brad Kent
Maura Kern
Meenaksi Khatri
Cyndi Kim
Ji Hyeong Kim
Robin Kim
Pamela Kincaid
Patrick Knowles
Monique Kobinger
Nodira Kodirova
Amy Kreeger
Carolyn Kresi
Patty Krough
Sherry Krueger
Reiko Kuwabara
Danielle L.
Janet Ladd
Vishakha Lall
Joy Lancaster
Craig Lauer
Krista Lauer
Mark Lawrence
William Lee
Amy Leonard
Alan Levenson
Carole S. Levenson
David Levenson
Lana Levenson
Michael Levenson
Bonnie Libby
Joely Ann Lightbown
Diane Linden
Lucas Lippert & Sonya Sankaran
Glenn Luinenburg
Janine Luk
Anjan Lukkoor
Raj Lukkoor
Rohith Lukkoor
Barbara Lupinacci
Elaine Luu
Charles Luxton
Gib Luxton
Nathaniel Luxton
Sean Luxton
Andrew Mackenzie
Shraddha Mahilkar
Meenal Mamdani
Jagadeesh Mandava
Geetha Manjunath
Adrienne Marks
Zak Martinez
Nick Mastroianna
Janna Masulis
Janet Mathews
Danielle Mayorga
Marianne McCarty
Lita & Dan McCaw
Riley Jeanette McCoy
Sarah McKinley
Kelly Me
Molly Meekin
Katy Mendes
Katherine M Metz
Carrie R. Meurer
Microsoft ●
Dana Miller
Anje Miller & Arlene Rodriguez
Carolyn Miranda
Ayala Miranda
Betty Mitchell
David Mobley
Rachel Moran
Scott Morben
Naomi Morgan
Hope Morris
Lora Morris
Marcee Morris
Mark Morris
Matt Morris
Narmada Morris
Sarah Morthland
Melanie Mubarak
Mary Munter
Jeanne Murphy
Barbara Murrey
Darius Muse
Mary, Neil, Annie,
Lizz & Emma Sweta
Priyaa Nachimuthu
Suresh Nagappan
Patrick Nance
Preethi Narayanan
Shalini Nataraj
Lori Nelson
Daniel Newbrun
Cari Nicolai
Kendra Nicolai
Jasmine Nielsen
Debra Nordgren
Anh O’Brien
Billy O’Donnell
William O’Donnell
Aileen Okrent
Donald Olson
Heather Orr
Elle Overs
JoJo Owen
Krupa Palan
Ehud Paret
Ann Parker
Yagna Parmar
Scott Paton
Laurie Perl
Jennifer Persson
Michael Pezzack
Megan Pitcher
PL Restaurant Holdings LLC
Alicia Polincinski
A. Mitchell Polinsky
Joan Polinsky
Brenda Porter
Leila Porter
Liana Posselt
Alison Puente
Elias Quinn
David Radcliffe
Jackie Radcliffe
Katherine Radcliffe
Mike Radcliffe
Jayshree Radia
Anita Ramamurthy
Veena Ramana
Mukund Rao
Ravi Datla
Judith Rawner
Isabelle Renae
Rich Bergl
Charles Rind
DeeAnn Rivera
Norberto Rivera
Mary Skelton Roberts
Christine Roatford
Anett Rother
Sharmila Roy
Deeksha SD
Farrah Salisbury
Sandy Samuel
Shilpa Sankaran
Steven Sankaran
Noelle Santamaria
Chaudhuri Sattasree
Revathi Saty
John Savage
Swati Saxena
Amy Schaefer
Steve Schafer
Steven Schrenger
Tim Scovell
Our Community

Donors

UNDER $100 (Continued)

Susan Seagren
LoganSeat
Colin Sebastian
Maria Sebastian
Jay Selcown
Sunita Selvan
Peter Serafini
Lisa J. Sevcik
Mushii SF
Nomita Shahani
Michael Shapiro
Mohan Sharma
Paul Shatz
Imam Sheikh
Sanath Shetty
Ann Shin
Amrita Shodhan
Sonali Shukla
Summer Sidhu
Daniel Silverstein
Erna Silverstein
Derek Silletto
Gretchen Singer
Robert Singleton
Marie Sluder
Rubia Smolens
Sarah Snyder
Elizabeth Snyder
Julia Sonnenfeld
Ginger Sorbara
Kathy Sorell
Scot Spencer
Sujatha Sridhar
Soujanya Sridharan
Kea St. Clair
Kelly Stanton
Jacob Staudenmaier
Roslyn Steeler
Andrea Stenstrup
Allan G. Steinman
Esther Steinman
Nicole Stone
Kat Street
Andre Stubberfield
Madhuri Subbaiah
Stephen Subber
Ganesh Subramanian
Arathi Sundara
Julie Sutcliffe
Helen Swanagon
John Swartley
Sana Syed
Meg Talbott
Harsh Tayal
Bharat Thacker
Robin Thornburg
Carol Tilton
Marie Tiramani
Ava Totah
Heather Townsend
Tracy Liu
Jamie & Ranee Tsao
Dale Tucker
Eileen Turner
Mary Beth Valentine
Tina Vallier
Jesi Vardepothle
Kristine Venstrom
David Vick
Craig Waldrop
Binbin Wang
Tarol Warschauer
Barbara Wein
Mary Beth Wells
Jo Whaley
Alan Z. White
Markus Wieslander
Michelle Wilfong-Oliphant
Carolyn & Al Williams
Cindy Williams
Janet Williams
Charmion Wolfe
Patricia Wright
Krista Wylie
John Yavorsky
Edward Yee
Jenmon Yuen-Jenkins
Niusha Zafaripour
Shir Zaidenberg
Stephanie Zelman
Sue Zsikla

GIFTS MADE IN HONOR OR MEMORY OF

Aruna Bellary
Audrey
Diane Sigel & Allan Steinman (2)
Eliza Lennox
Janet Gray
Jo Tartt
Jo Whaley
Juliet Page
Juthica Stangl (4)
Kim Burnett (2)
Lata Maddipati
Lawrence Ross
Leonardo, a very sweet 3 year old Labrador
Lisa Acree and Lucy Selcow (2)
Lotti Kuhn
Madison Zimmerman
Maureen Sheehan
Molly Kurian
My dad, who was the driving force to help me figure out my future path and made way for me to be where I am today!

MATCHING GIFT PARTNERS

Apple
BaderMartin
Ginger Sorbara
Kathy Sorell
Scot Spencer
Google
Intel Foundation
Equinix
Global Giving
Microsoft

CORPORATE MATCH
MONTHLY DONOR
SCHOLARSHIP CIRCLE MEMBER
GROUNDSWELL DONOR
Our Community

THANK YOU

Our Community

to our Shadhika community
for your continued support!
Contact Us

Mail
Shadhika
1031 33rd Street
Suite 172
Denver, CO 80205

Phone
303-455-1819

Email
info@shadhika.org

Let’s Get Social

@ShadhikaIndia
@shadhika-india
@shadhika_india
Shadhika Project Inc.
@ShadhikaIndia
shadhika.org